The Standing Stones
And What Lies Beneath

INCLUDES
FREE ENAMELLED METAL BADGE OFFER

ariola soft

COMMODORE 64
128 Compatible
A Fantastic Challenging Graphic Adventure
TO START
Turn on the disk drive, turn on the computer and insert the program disk. Type LOAD "EA", 8 and press Return. Then type RUN and press Return again. (Note: Pressing the space bar repeatedly when the program first starts loading can speed up the loading process.) When the program finishes loading, press the space bar to leave the title page sequence so you can begin playing.

IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. Wherever the manual calls for using the Esc key, use the back arrow key located at the top lefthand corner of the keyboard instead.
2. Be sure your SHIFT LOCK key is not depressed whenever you play. Do not write-protect your disk. Do not open the drive door when the red light is on.

PLAYING HINTS (IN ADDITION TO THOSE IN THE MANUAL)
To find the path out of the dungeon so you can restore your character's hits and spells, follow the yellow arrows. Do not depend too much on Lancelot to save you; if your hits are close to 0, get out of dungeon as quickly as possible. Be careful when opening chests, especially with a character you have not built up through repeated trips out of the dungeon. Open only small chests at first (carefully) and then only when you have all your hits.
They were more clever than we, the Ancients who raised these monoliths. They were unfettered by the mental grammar we call logic, and possessed of magic, the original technology. Against the sky they set The Standing Stones to challenge us and for centuries we puzzled over their meaning, all the while ignorant of their true design. For the wonders lay beneath these slabs of adamant, hidden in a dungeon fifteen levels deep, guarded by horrors beyond the dreams of the insane. And here you have come, gentle Adventurer, filled with fervour, ardent for some desperate glory, innocent of the powers and treasures of that earlier time. Fine. It’s your life. Just don’t come whining to us about how terrible it was down there.

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

- Fifteen Dungeon Levels
- Create Your Own Knight
- Cast Combat and Peace Spells
- Make Maps or Die!
- Magic Objects and Exorcism
- Enter the Hall of Fame

This pack contains an Operating Manual. Screen shots are taken from Apple version.

Copyright subsists in this program recording. Unauthorised broadcasting, diffusion, public performance, copying or re-recording, hiring, leasing, renting or selling under any exchange or repurchase scheme in any manner is prohibited.

Joystick required